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The last decade has h,nn a

,ntary arts., and as one lc

cntful one for these involved with the

ahead to the next dec:ade it appears

that the dei.;re of will not dImTnish. 1h)wever, the nature of the

:cricelar in the 2:'/.t decade r..ay differ rarkedly fr,m those in the

,arlicr period.

One of the major stimuli for ::hange in the last decade was the Dartmouth

--Anir
I
held in 1966. As a result of the conference, a personal growth

of the lanL;uage arts, s7ewhat akin to that of the Progresive Education era,

cd. This Itiodel was h-:sed rn thr premise stated by John Dixon, uuthor

report of the conference,

in sharing ,xpc!i,:lLe with others :,In is using langage
to .make the exp,rience real to himself. The selection

and shaping th:it lanuare in,.olves, the choices between
alternative expressions so thiat the language shall fit
the experience and bring it TO life "as it really was"--
these activities imply i..guative work. If we-could
ob!-ierve all the occasions '.,hen a ch!'7,i uses laogivtge

in this way, and put them together, we should have
caught a glimpse of a representational world that the
child Irts built up to lit reality as he knows it. 0975,p.6)

1 The Dartmouth .rminar is tlic coon name for a conference held at Dartmouth
Coll,ge in 1966 entitled the Anglo A-rican Conference on the Teaching of English.
Fifty American and British Fnglish educators participated in the conference to
di,;russ ies regarding the Fnglish curriculum.
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Daring the last decade pro.r1r:Ims in this c,,ntry betan to show influence

of the Dartmouth view that language is lened in operation, not by dummy-

runs. uaie n operation was described as frce between d4..a1ogue

and mcnr)ioue and between talk, drama, writing, and literature to build up

a store of shared experience from which each child can draw in building a

personal representation of expefience. (Dixon, 1975, p. 13)

in the personal growth model, creative dr::ma was seen as a central focus

.:-:erging from talk but differing fz m it in three ways as cited by Douglas

rues at the Seminar:

1. movement and gesture play a larger part in the
e-xpression of meaning;

2. a group working tog,ther upon an improvisation
.eeds mon:- delibi,:-.2te7:: and onnsciously to

,.ollaborate . . .;

3. the narrative fr:,mcwor;: allows for repetition and
provides a unity that enables the action nore easily
ro take on t.ymbolic status. (Dixon, 1.)75, p. 37)

.7ara is not available As to the n1m1;.er of school districts in tLe United

States involving children in eperiences in creative drama, nor on the spcific

influ,nce of Dartm(:uth. !:ewver, any incries in involv-m-nt in creative

dr.,ma r,-oilting from rcent publications, c,xricul,im gui,ies, college cour.'-,es,

and in--,,ervice efforts are jeopardi/ed by current conditions including limited

oo,nomic rt .0;1r-cos, t(.acher c!orlining enroll7-.ents, the "back to

Lhe 1:'!,sics" 1-,,ov,.:71ent which stre,;ses m;-stery of narrowly defined skills, and

th,. ::()v,..nt to pro:de widitional funding for the gifted. The

Litter :ovement may make what creative dramatics exists in the schools something

for only the chosen few, not an intigral m-rt of the language arts program

important for all children.
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with t7-]ese coanter movents, proponents of creative dramatics

:oed to 7i? critical (::'ostions regarding the efficacy of participation in

jr,71atics veri,n,:es as a reular part of the lansuage arts

:,rogr-m. To date, r:.hile yast claims are made concerning the effects of

itics, rnese are not supported by a hody of empirical research

is still in its ini-ancy In tnis ce7:plex field.

caced with this situatic.n, what I propose to do in the remaining

ti::e is to let you e:.:ierience some of the uses of language which spontane:)us

drama 7Iits, discl!ss a schema for varying styles of langliage, and to

use of thtse styles in the drama activity.

P..ntic.%;2qt::-ty c/s
1

!:ow so that we can share a common base of experience for later talk, let's

become involved in some dramatic activity.

1. Listening Exercise

Close your eyes, please, if you will. Shut out every sound that exists

except the sound of your own natural breathing or your own heartbeat. Don't

breathe in any special way, just the ::ound of your own natural breathing.

te aay ao.ds that you can hear Inside the room that we

re sitting in.

Now listen to any sounds that you can hear outside the room but in

the bui,dili.

Now listen to soilnds just outside the building, on the street outside

or in the nearby environment.

Ideas for dramatic activity are adapted from DL:velop7ent Through Drama

by Brian Way (1967).
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Now listen to sounds in your own home. And now to your own natural

breathing.

2. Colors

Now open your eyes and look at the back of one hand. How many colors

can you see in the back of one hand? Don't try to tell me about it, just

notice how many different colors you can see.

Now see if you can find any of the colors somPwhere else in the room.

!-!,lybe in the walls, carpet, or furniture.

Now turn to a partner near you ;Hui share together the sounds you

heard or the colors you saw and how they might have matched up. Chat with

a partner about the different experiences you had.

3. Cymbal Signal

Good, you reacted just as you should when you heard the cymbal sound.

You froze. rZhenever you hear it today I wonder if you can stop talking or

moving so quickly that you would be lik a statue frozen right in the middle

of a word. Do you think you can? Shall we try? Tell your partner about

what might have been making a sound you heard, showing them what it was like.

Good. Let's see if you can freeze that quickly whenever you hear the

sound today.

4. Details of Architecture

A mc,mcnt ago you noticed colors in the room. Now examine the overall

architecture of the room. Notice all its details in such a way that you could

sketch a plan of it when you are no longer here.

Now find a partner and without looking around describe features you've

noticed.

5
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5. Use for the Room

Now in a minute ',Alen I say so, not before, form a group of five.

And in your group decide on a use other than a meeting room or a room in a

hotel for this roem you've e--,,mined so carefully. Decide on a use and decide

on a way to advertise it over the radio to convince others of its value

for the urpose you see. Your ad can be only thi-ty seconds long. It must

involve every member in an active role and you can involve only one person

as an announcer. You will have 2 minutes to plan your ad. Begin now.

(2 minutes)

Now yor've had time to plan your ads to sell this space. When you

hear the cymbal begin your thirty second commerical ending it when you hear

the cymbal again. Begin now. * (I minute)

Talk in your group about your commerical to sell the space.

Let's hear from each group in a word or two about the use you planned

for the room.

This brief bit of drama work can serve to highlight the contributions

which creative dramatics can make to the development of a child's competence

with a range of linguistic styles serving differing functions.

S.,yZe/s 06 Language Invo.eved in Dtama

To examine the range of functions of language offered in a creative dramatics

experience it is helpful to refer to James Britton's schema of language functions.

(1971) Britton, in exploring the functions of extended discourse,has identified

two major roles of language use. One is the participant role in which the

speaker operates in the actual world, using language to get something done.

The second role is t1N2 spectator role in which the speaker uses language repre-

sentationally or symbolically, being "concerned with events not now taking

6
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place (past e-Jents or imazined events),/ being/ concerned with them per se .

and not as a means to some ongoing transaction with the actual" (Britton, 1971,

p. 209).

Britton also discusses functions of language centering on the expressive

function which "straddles the participantispectator distinction," (1971, p. 210)

.as shown in the model. The transactional function is the full participant

role, while the poetic function, or language involving the verbal arts, is the

full spectatorial role. Expressive language, the mode most used in personal

facetoface communication, is free to move between participatory and spectatorial

language. For example, if on your return from this trip you begin to tell a

colleague of your experience you may begin in the expressive spectatorial

mode. You may shift to participatory expressive language if the colleague

inquires about the meetings you attended. If the colleague is most responsive

to your story you may shift to the poetic function of language if you begin

to construct a story of convention experiences. If, however, your colleague

is a superior who asks that you justify time and financial support for the trip

based on your attendance at meetings you may switch quickly to the transactional

function of participatory language. Most likely, however, as Britton notes in

a similar example, you and your col' ague would continue in the expressive

function to exchange experiences, it As, and reactions, sometimes in the

participatory role and sometimes in the spectatorial role. (1971, p. 210)

Vanuing Wes c6 Language in CAeative alanatin

Having established a theory of the varying uses of language based on the

function language serves and the purpose or role of the generator and receiver

of the language, consideration should return to the question of the role which

7
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PART I CI PANT SPECTATOR

ROLE ROLE

TRANSACT I ONAL EXPRESS I VE POET I C

Britton, James, What's the Use? A Schematic Account of Language Functions,
"The Context of Language." A.M. Wilkinson, editor. Educational Review,
Vol. 23, June, 1971, p. 210.
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creative dramaties can play in providing opportunities for such uses of language.

Even in our brief experience with creative dramatics both participatory and

spectatorial uses of language occurred.

In reflecting with a partner on sounds and colors or the details of the

room you experienced, spectatorial language was employed, probably in the

expressive mode, as you were involved in verbal image-making to share experiences.

Had someone been so moved by their sounds or colors as to move from any

immc.diate concern for the ,;haring to ultimate attention to the shaping of

experience then the poetic function would have been employed. Though use of

poetic language seems unlikely in this situation it is clearly possible in

dramatic experiences of greater depth and involvement.

Throughout the operience as you received instructions the participatory

role was employed, as it was in your two minutes of planning for the ad.

Actually doing the ad represents one of the fascinating dualities of language ,

function which drama permits and shows how drama can 'widen the range of

linguistic opportunities and voices which a child can experience. On the one

hand your use of language in creating the ad was participatory since you were

acting in the real world to sell the room. However, since imagined events were

involved the language was spectatorial. Through drama children can operate

in the "real world" at a participatory level without the limits or burdens

of their own reality. That creative drama offers the child opportunity to use

such varied styles of language adds to its contributions to the total language

arts program.

Carefully controlled longitudinal research is needed to support this

rationale for the contributions of creative drama in developing facility in

the use of language for both its more commonly recognized role of symbolism
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to make reality from experience and for growth in ability to use language

for all its functions, a_goal important in a comprehensive language arts

program. 'This is only one important research question regarding the contri-

buttons of creative dramatics which needs to be undertaken in this period

of educational turmoil.

10
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